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I t’s a whole new world out there for healthcare providers. The nation’s
healthcare delivery system has had to face significant new financial
pressures. Regulatory compliance and penalties, a stampede to managed

care, declining Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement levels, and the
gradual shift from inpatient to outpatient services have all brought intense
pressure to bear on healthcare providers.

Proactive internal auditors can play a
critical role in helping their organizations
manage risks effectively. The Catholic
Healthcare Audit Network (CHAN), which
provides internal auditing services to two
of the largest not-for-profit healthcare
systems in the U.S., strives to add value by
providing clients with independent
assurance that  business r isks and
opportunities are identified and managed.

client organizations, there is often more
than meets the eye when attempting to
optimize the amount of cash collected from
contracted managed care payers.
Consequently, some sophisticated ACL

The leadership team believes in and is
committed to using technology and
computer assisted audit techniques
(CAATs) to produce better audits and to
help client organizations better meet their
strategic business goals. CHAN uses
programs developed by ACL in traditional
audit applications such as accounts payable,
payroll, operations, plant, property and
equipment It is also used to identify and
focus on issues that will add exceptional
value to clients such as managed care, bad
debt analysis,  and most recently,
compliance audit.

Managed Care
Over the last five years, managed care
penetration has grown at a phenomenal
pace in every region of the country. Nearly
20 percent of hospitals’ gross revenues are
now in managed care. During this period,
Medicare managed care has increased by
more than 300 percent. There are now more
than 4.5 million Medicare recipients in
managed care plans.

Given this phenomenon in many of our

tests have been developed which can be
applied against high volume or complex
contracts to ensure that clients are
collecting the exact amounts due to them
under their managed care contracts.

Using the expression builder in ACL,
the terms of the contract are programmed
into the software. Inpatient records are then
separated from outpatient records, as
reimbursement differs for inpatient and
outpatient accounts. Based on these new
tiles, a test is run that will calculate
expected payments due. A comparison is
then made between the total expected
payments and actual payments received;
exceptions are exported to a report for
further investigation.

Special contract clauses offer hospitals

the potential for significant payment
increases from HMO payers, yet many
dollars often go uncollected. One such
clause tested for is the stop-loss payment.
This payment protects hospitals against
those rare cases where a patient develops
complications and the hospital stay ends up
being much longer and more expensive
than anticipated. This stop-loss clause
ensures that the hospital receives additional
monies from their insurer.

As these occurrences are rare, the
hospital is often unaware that it can receive
additional reimbursement. Using ACL,
records that meet and/or exceed the stop-
loss dollar amount are identified. Next the
file is tested to determine whether stop-loss
reimbursement was received and any
exceptions are exported for further analysis.

These tests provide clients with
information for determining the efficiency
and accuracy of payments under current
managed care contracts. Additionally, the
information extracted can be invaluable
when clients renegotiate future contracts.
Once a contract is analyzed and an ACL
routine developed, these tests can be used
repeatedly until the contract changes, at
which time the routine need only be
“tweaked.”

An aging test is also run to see whether
rcimburscmcnts have been received within
the time specified in the contract for paying
a “clean” claim. This test is performed by
comparing the billing date to the payment
date to identify any accounts that exceed
the contracted payment period. The hospital
may be paid 100 percent of charges if the
insurer does not pay in the time agreed
upon. In addition, this testing provides the
hospital with information on the number
of days the managed care payor is taking
to pay the claim.

The finding from these tests have
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resulted in significant recoveries by
managed care audits performed at client
facilities have identified anywhere from
$60,000 to mill ions of dollars in
discrepancies

Compliance
Medicare compliance has been and will
remain a very serious issue for healthcare
organizations. Rules and regulations, which
change on a seemingly daily basis, have
added a complexity to the field that must
be dealt with efficiently, aggressively, and
with the utmost attention or risk serious
consequences and penalties.

In facing these challenges, CHAN has
developed a corporate responsibility
program, based on the OIG model, which
is specific to the healthcare systems it
serves. In conjunction with this program,
CHAN has developed ACL routines that
address the 72-hour rule, lab unbundling,
sanctioned provider ,and physician practice
tests.

Sanctioned Provider Test
Healthcare organizations are prohibited
from generating revenues by physicians,
employees, or vendors that have been
sanctioned by the government. Harsh
penalties can be imposed for any
infringement of this policy. Hospitals
operating under integrity agreements must
be especially vigilant, as the government
has already identified past compliance
issues.

Utilizing the government’s master list
and monthly updates of sanctioned vendors,
employees, and physicians, ACL is used
to generate a cumulative listing of
sanctioned providers. A “join” is then
performed with a list of employees,
physicians, and vendors, generated by
client hospitals. Any matches are identified
for further investigation.

Ordinarily this would be a simple CAAT
test but difficulties arise because the
government listing does not provide a
unique identifier for each name, such as a
social security number. As a result, further
automated testing is needed to ensure that
sanctioned providers have been correctly
identified. Matches are identified on first
name, last name, date of birth, and
variations of each to identify potential
sanctioned providers.

Phvsician  Practice Testing
Clients are also supported in the area of
physician practice testing. ACL tests have
been developed to ensure that client’s are
in compliance with provider number billing
and accurate coding and billing practices.

These tests begin by analyzing billing
tiles, which include physician name and
provider number. By summarizing on a
physician provider number and then
physician name, a report is generated which
provides detail of which physicians are
billing under which provider numbers.
These results may indicate whether
provider number issues exist and if further
testing is required.

Another useful ACL routine is to test
for multiple occurrences of critical care
codes in a single day. Certain Medicare
regulations require that the code charged
for the first hour of care be different than
the code charged for subsequent hours of
care. The automated test searches for
duplicate codes for the first hour of care on
the same day to identify any inaccuracies.

72-Hour Rule Test
According to Medicare regulations,
providers are required to bill for outpatient
and inpatient services that occur within
three days of each other as one admission.
The ACL test identifies whether a patient
had both inpatient and outpatient services
within the three-day window by utilizing a
“many-to-many join” that combines the
outpatient file with the inpatient tile. Once
the report is generated, follow-up is
required to determine that billing was
appropriate.

Lab Unbundlinp. Test
Recent penalties for lab unbundling
infractions have resulted in multi-million
dollar fines. To help clients remain
compliant, automated routines have been
developed to identify any potential lab
unbundling issues. ACL is programmed
with a set of expressions that will identify
lab codes that should not be charged
together on the same date. Exceptions are
exported for further investigation.

Bad Debt Analysis
Bad debts nationally have now reached 5.6
percent of gross revenue. While figures for
denials are not available nationally, in

Maryland this past year, they quadrupled
from $10 million to more than $4 1 million.

Management of accounts receivable
and bad debt is a serious and complicated
issue for healthcare providers. It directly
impacts the income and bottom-line of an
organization and, if mismanaged, can force
a provider to close.

For many organizations calculating
allowance for bad debt can involve little
more than a “guestimate.” CHAN uses
ACL to carry out some sophisticated bad
debt analysis that allows clients to calculate
their allowances for doubtful accounts in
an effective manner. In this way, they can
ensure that there is a valid basis for these
allowances that are recorded in their
financial statements.

The first step in the test is to separate
outpatient and inpatient data because they
are considered two different lines of
business with different associated risk.
Outpatient business usually has a high
volume of patients with a small individual
dollar value attached, whereas the inpatient
business is represented by fewer patients
with a higher dollar value.

Next, the accounts receivable that
existed at, for example, the previous year-
end (1213 1197) is aged by financial class-
payers such as Blue Cross, Medicare,
managed care, self-pay, etc. Then all
activity for the following year, ending 121
31/98, is extracted and joined to the
previous year’s accounts receivable tile to
calculate the percentage of bad debt write-
offs by payer and aging category.

This provides hospital management
with an expectation of what their bad debt
allowance should be based on actual
history. It also indicates what percentage
of accounts receivable is made up of bad
debt and it allows hospitals to recognize if
they need to take measures to better deal
with this result. Conversely, it will also
identify if the hospital has been overstating
this allowance that may prompt them to
reduce it, thereby adding significant monies
to their income.

Bad debt analysis is a method of
deriving financial data in a meaningful way
to generate critical information upon which
to make sound business decisions.

Tammy  Rice is a director at CHAN. Stacey
McKendree  and Kathy Kennedy are
managers.
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